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Supplemental Figure 1 Influence of the numerical time step Δ𝑡 at high memory. Numerical simulations 

of the free walk at high memory (𝐶 = 1.1 m/s3, 𝜂 = 5.5 s−1and Me = 80). (a) Δ𝑡 = 𝑇Far (experimental 

time step corresponding to the bouncing period). (b) Δ𝑡 = 𝑇Far/2. (c) Δ𝑡 = 𝑇Far/3. 

Supplemental Figure 2 Numerical time evolution of the drop speed in the three regimes; (a) stable 

Me = 10, (b) limit cycle Me = 80, (c) chaos Me = 400 corresponding to the circles in Fig. 3(a) for  

𝐶 = 1.1 m/s3 et 𝜂 = 6.2 s−1. 

Supplemental Figure 3 Numerical simulations of the permanent speed oscillation regime. Color map 

of order parameter 𝜒 = min{Δ𝑣 𝑣f⁄ , 1} for 𝐶 = 3.8 m/s3 as a function of the memory parameter Me 

and of the effective friction coefficient 𝜂. Three distinct regimes are observed: constant speed (𝜒 = 0), 

stable oscillations (0 < 𝜒 < 1) and chaotic regime (𝜒 = 1). This phase diagram is not qualitatively 

different from Fig. 3a. 

Supplemental Figure 4 Coexistence of several attractors in numerical simulation. Time evolution of 

the drop speed at Me = 70, 𝐶 = 1.1 m/s3 et 𝜂 = 6.2 s−1. (a) The memory parameter is set abruptly to 

Me = 70 à 𝑡 = 0. The speed converges to a limit cycle. (b) The memory parameter is increased 

progressively to Me = 70: 0 s < 𝑡 < 75 s, Me = 40 then 75 s < 𝑡 < 112.5 s, Me = 60 and 

112.5 s < 𝑡 < 150 s, Me = 70. The speed converges to a stable solution.  

Supplemental Movie 1 Reconstructed wavefield ℎ/ℎ0 of the experimental two speed regimes at Me =
45. The movie corresponds to the time evolution of the paths in Fig. 3c (Left: constant speed, right: 

oscillating speed). The rate is 5 frames per second, and the duration between two successive frames 

correspond to the bouncing period. Colorbar range is: left [-9.2 12.18], right [ -8.5; 11.2]. The black 

circle corresponds to the instantaneous drop position. The absolute directions are ill-defined and we 

align the two paths to emphasize the qualitative difference of the wavefield dynamics between the two 

situations. 
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